Recently, smoothly-deforming aircraft structures have been investigated for their ability to adapt to varying flight conditions. Researchers aim to achieve large changes in the shape of the wings: area changes of up to 50% and aspect-ratio changes of up to 200% are being pursued. The research described in this paper aims to develop a structural concept capable of achieving continuous stable deformations over a large range of aircraft shapes. The basic concept underlying the approach is a compliant cellular truss, with tendons used as active elements. The truss members of the unit cell are connected through compliant joints such that only modest bending moments may be transmitted from one member to another. Actuation is achieved by pulling on one set of cables while releasing another set. The tendonactuated compliant truss can be made to behave locally, and temporarily, as a nearmechanism, by releasing appropriate cables. As a result, in the absence of aerodynamic forces, the structure can be morphed using relatively low forces. The cables are reeled in or released in a controlled manner while the structure is loaded, hence, the stability of the structure can be maintained in any intermediate position. Highly-distributed actuation also enables the simultaneous achievement of global shape changes as the accumulation of local ones, while the use of compliant joints rather than true rotating joints eliminates binding as a significant concern. A six-noded octahedral cell with diagonal tendon actuation is developed for a bending type deformation in the wing. Initial cell geometry is determined by "strain matching" to the local morphing deformation required by the application. A finite element analysis is performed on a wing made of these unit cells and sized for a representative UAV weighing 3000 lbs. The areas of the individual truss members are sized so that they don't fail or buckle under the air loads, while deflection at the wing tip is reduced. The octahedral unit cell is capable of achieving smooth deformations of the truss structure. The cell size is dictated by the available space and the morphing strain. The cell sizes are reasonable for strains on the order of 10% to 15% and get smaller for larger strains. Additional cell shapes are being investigated for larger area changes through a process of topology optimization using genetic algorithms. Numerous other technical challenges remain, including the details of actuation and a robust skin.
I. Introduction
RESENT day fixed-wing aircraft are either designed to operate efficiently only at one speed and weight configuration, or the design is a compromise between multiple design points. Morphing structures would enable an aircraft to have different wing configurations for different speeds enabling efficient operation over the entire flight regime. Morphing would also enable the design of aircraft with diverse requirements such as high endurance and high speed.
Morphing can be thought of as occurring on three scales: large-scale morphing like the change in the wing area or sweep; medium-scale morphing, i.e., changes on the order of the wing chord, like changes in camber, thickness, twist or airfoil shape; and fine-scale morphing i.e., small changes in shape of the wing that are made locally to affect the flow over that region. While medium-and fine-scale morphing have found to increase the efficiency of the wing, it is the large-scale morphing that promises significant benefits at different flight speeds. An aircraft could fly efficiently at low speeds with large area and wing-span, thus increasing its endurance, and then decrease its wingspan and area for a high-speed attack or maneuver phase.
Morphing aircraft structures is a relatively new field. While many researchers have looked at morphing in the mid-scale region, not much research has been done in large-scale morphing. There is a need for structures that can morph smoothly, effecting an area change of up to 50% and aspect-ratio change of up to 200%. Researchers have only recently begun to address structures capable of achieving such larges changes in area. This research aims to study a structural concept capable of achieving continuous stable deformations over the range of aircraft shapes of interest from mid-scale to large-scale morphing.
II. Background
Morphing, defined as a smooth changed in shape of the aircraft surface, has been attempted in aircraft since its incipient stages. The Wright brothers' plane achieved control by pulling on cables to twist the wing. As the speeds of aircraft increased, the wings became stiffer and additional discrete control surfaces were used for control and to adapt to the varying flight conditions. One of the first morphing techniques used was variable sweep using hinged wings. The F-14 Tomcat and the B1-B Lancer have the ability to sweep back their wings for efficiency during highspeed flight.
Several other researchers looked at achieving a smoothly variable camber instead of using discrete control surfaces. The Advanced Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI) F-111 was a joint Air Force/NASA/Boeing venture to develop smooth, variable-camber wing technology. 1 Six independent trailing-edge flap segments (three per wing) and two leading-edge flap segments provided smooth continuously-variable camber using flexible fiber glass skins on the upper surface and sliding panels on the lower surface. An extensive wind tunnel and flight-test program was performed. Significant drag reductions were observed at high lift coefficients due to the variable-camber concept. Spanwise lift distribution could be changed to move the center of lift inboard to reduce the wing root bending moments.
During the mid-nineties and later, researchers in Germany looked at improving the transonic wings of civilian aircraft, to actively conform to varying parameters such as altitude, mach number and aircraft weight. Their morphing goals were to achieve spanwise differential and constant chamber, and shock reduction using an adaptive contour (bump) in the shock area. 2, 3 The following advantages were expected: higher aerodynamic efficiency due to optimized L/D, higher maximum L/D, reduced wing root loads, and improved performance at extended transonic conditions. At about the same time, a team led by Northrop Grumman Corporation in the US was also addressing similar concepts under the DARPA/ARFL/NASA Smart Wing program. 4 A flexcore elastomeric skin trailing edge structure, which was actuated using high power ultrasonic motors, was developed as a hingeless trailing edge control surface. Significant benefits were observed in increased maneuverability and reduced drag at off-design cruise speed in transonic flight, accomplished by using morphing leading and trailing edge surfaces that could take on smooth shapes that are not readily obtained with conventional control surfaces.
Another concept that has been studied is varying the wing twist to increase roll performance. A semi-passive morphing wing, the Active Flexible Wing (AFW) was pioneered and advanced by Rockwell (now Boeing/Rockwell), and later supported by the USAF Wright laboratory and the NASA Langley Research center. This concept used a wing, flexible in torsion, and leading and trailing edge control surfaces to induce wing twist. High performance roll rates were achieved. 5 This was improved upon by adding a variable stiffness spar (VSS), P which controlled the wing torsional stiffness. Further enhancements in roll performance were observed. 6 The team at Northrop Grumman obtained a spanwise wing twist of 5°using an SMA torque tube. 7 So far, most research has primarily been in the mid-scale region of morphing, viz, variable chamber, twist, and in the finer scale region of local shape control, like adaptive contour and oscillating surfaces to delay flow separation. It is only more recently that approaches to achieve large-scale morphing changes have been investigated, especially at NASA. 8 Aircraft structures that are more flexible have been considered for micro air vehicles. Studies developed wing shapes that are inspired from wings of birds and sharks. With minor in-flight wing tip adjustments, yaw, pitch and roll control are expected to be accomplished. 9 Telescoping wings have also been used to change area and aspect ratio of wings. There has also been research in variable-span rotor blades using telescoping mechanisms. 10 Blondeau, et al., designed and developed a telescopic wing with nylon fabric skins and pneumatic actuation of the spar. The telescoping wing had a lower lift/drag ratio when compared to a rigid fixed-wing specimen. This was associated with an increase in parasitic drag due to discontinuous seams.
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III. Concept
A morphing aircraft structure needs to be able to change its shape, carry the required load and be light. So far designers have been able to accomplish only two of the three goals simultaneously. Modern aircraft wings are highly weight efficient but are stiff and cannot be morphed. The required change in shape is achieved through additional surfaces using articulated or sliding joints. This type of construction is not efficient aerodynamically and structurally.
The basic concept underlying the present approach is a compliant cellular truss with tendons used as active elements. The cell structures could be two-dimensional or three-dimensional. A passive cellular truss and a candidate unit cell for a tendon-actuated cellular truss are shown in Fig. 1 .
The truss members of the unit cell are connected through compliant joints. A compliant truss differs from an ideal truss in that modest bending moments may be transmitted from one member to another through the joints. However, such a truss differs from a welded frame in that effective member bending stiffnesses are substantially reduced in the vicinity of a joint, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In a sense, such joints are analogous to flexures in 2D structures, and act as "rotational springs" at the end of each element.
One possible realization of a compliant joint is a cylindrical length of shape memory alloy (SMA). Used passively in a pseudoelastic or "superelastic" mode, SMA can be regarded as a high-strain-capable structural material. To operate in this mode, the temperature must be above the transition temperature of the material. Depending on the temperature, strains approaching 8% may be experienced reversibly. Cables cannot carry compressive loads. A truss structure involving cables might be stiff in one loading condition but might collapse under the negative load. The unit cell should be designed so that it is stable in any load condition, even without pretension in the cables. In such a case, different cables are active in different load conditions. A key feature of this tendon-actuated compliant truss is that, by releasing appropriate cables, the structure can be made to behave locally, and only temporarily, as a near-mechanism. As a result, in the absence of aerodynamic forces, the structure can be morphed using relatively low forces. This is not possible with conventional structures, as the (highly redundant) structure absorbs significant strain energy when forced into any shape other than the nominal one. Furthermore, the use of compliant joints rather than true rotating joints eliminates binding as a significant concern. Highly-distributed actuation effectors also enables the simultaneous achievement of global shape changes as the accumulation of local ones. The cables are reeled in or released in a controlled manner while the structure is loaded, hence, the stability of the structure can also be maintained in any of the intermediate positions.
Passive trusses are known to be efficient from a weight standpoint. They have been used in the design of, for example, High Altitude Long Range Aircraft. 13 Wicks and Hutchinson have found that the strength of optimized truss plates in bending, compression and shear compares favorably to honeycomb core sandwich plates and stiffened panels.
14 And cables can be made of really light-weight materials. One possible realization of cables involves light, high-strength polymeric materials such as Spectra ® (polyethylene) or Vectran ® (polyester-polyarylate). Vectran ® , for instance, exhibits specific strength that is more than ten times that of steel, while its specific modulus is twice that of steel. Truss structures involving cables have so far been used in relatively low-loading conditions like deployable space structures. [15] [16] [17] Use of tendon-actuated compliant cellular trusses in aircraft structures presents a novel method for accomplishing a wide range of morphing shapes in aircraft wings with out accruing much weight penalty. Some of the promising key features of a cable actuated truss structure are: 1) truss structures are light, 2) smooth changes in the shape can be achieved since the large changes in the structure take place as the accumulation of small local changes, 3) truss structures provide nearly continuous support for the skin to be attached, and 4) cables have a large actuation capability, since the cables can be reeled in by any amount.
The Hyper Elliptic Cambered Span (HECS) wing shown in Fig. 3 , and developed at the NASA Langley Research Center, provided a baseline geometry to guide the development of the concept. The HECS wing originated as a biologically-inspired configuration that reduces induced drag. 18 Yaw, pitch, and roll control are accomplished through continuous wing morphing, especially near the tip. The development of the truss structure design is approached in two ways. In the first method a cellular structure is used (Fig. 1b) . A unit cell is developed using cables and trusses. This is the focus of this paper, and is discussed further in the following sections. The second approach is to design using structural optimization. In this approach an initial layout or "ground structure" of three dimensional frame elements is used to build one section of the wing. Then the topology is optimized to determine the best placement of struts and active tendons, as well as to identify elements that could be omitted. Given the discrete nature of the element placement problem, a genetic algorithm (GA) is used in the pursuit of structural improvement. This approach is discussed in greater detail in a paper by Bharti et al.
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IV. The octahedral unit cell
A design of a cellular truss structure with fewer cables is preferable. Because cables cannot carry compressive loads, they have to be placed in such a way that they are antagonistic. Increasing the number of cables in a unit cell will only increase the complexity of the unit cell and the number of actuators required. If a pin-jointed staticallydeterminate unit cell is chosen to begin with, removing one member would render the unit cell a mechanism, allowing it to deform without storing strain energy. The simplest statically determinate unit cell, with lowest number In the HECS wing, the primary mode of deformation is spanwise bending, with some twist near the tip. Figure 3 shows the HECS wing in both the unmorphed and morphed configurations. The morphed and unmorphed configurations for the HECS wing, as defined by sets of 3D points, were provided by NASA LaRC. The data for a finer mesh of points was obtained by interpolation. The approximate surface and thickness strains were calculated from the interpolated data. The ratio of the chordwise and spanwise strains is different in different sections on the surface. Over most of the top surface, this ratio is positive, suggesting the use of a "material" with an effective negative inplane Poisson's ratio. Over most of the bottom surface the ratio is negative. The normal and shear strains along the thickness were much smaller compared than the surface strains.
An effective way of accomplishing the required deformation is to use a layer of unit cells for each of the top and bottom surfaces as shown in Fig. 4 . In the figure, the projections of the corresponding unit cells on the top and bottom surfaces are shown. The orientation and configuration of each unit cell is determined by the local morphing strain requirements. The basic unit cell used is an octahedral truss with a central cable, as shown in Fig. 5 . In the figure, the thicker blue lines represent truss members and the lighter red lines represent cables. The cables provide the actuation. The figure shows the configuration of a unit cell that would be used for the bottom surface. If the cable connecting nodes 1 and 3 is shortened and the remaining cables are lengthened simultaneously then the points 2 and 4 will move further apart. The ratio of these strains can be changed by varying the lengths of truss members in the yz plane and the xy plane.
The unit cell used for the top surface is shown in Fig. 6 . Here the strains in the x and y direction increase or decrease simultaneously when the cables are actuated. A bench-top demonstration model of the topsurface unit cells is shown in Fig. 7 .
A. Mechanism Modes
The structure formed by the octahedral unit cells, described above, can have an inextensional mode of deformation, i.e., it can distort without any change in the length of the members, even though unit cell is statically determinate by itself. The existence of the inextensional modes is verified using the method provided by Pellagrino and Calladine. 20 The equations of kinematics of small displacements of the assembly are 
The nullspace of the kinematic matrix, B, gives the inextensional modes of the structure. The unit cell required to form a stable single layer truss plate includes additional members along the top and bottom surface of the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 8 . The bottom-surface unit cell shown in Fig. 5 is seen in the centre of the cell in Fig. 8 .
B. Size of unit cells
The size of the unit cell in the three directions can be limited by the morphing strain required and the available space. Consider the parallelogram formed by the truss members in the x-z plane of Fig. 6 . Two configurations of this parallelogram are shown in Fig. 9 ; the solid lines show the initial configuration, and the dashed lines show the configuration after deformation. The expansive or compressive strains in the unit cell are due to the change in lengths of the diagonals of the parallelogram in the plane.
In this deformation the length of the truss members is fixed. Depending on the initial slope of the truss member w.r.t. the x axis (Fig.  9) , the strains in the x and z direction vary. For small deformations Eq. 
This relation is plotted in Fig. 11 . The figure shows that for a 15% strain, as is required by the HECS wing, the initial angle of the truss member should be 30°. Therefore, if the maximum thickness of the airfoil is 4", the allowable displacement in thickness direction ( ) since the maximum strain of 15% is only seen in a small area near the tip. Hence there would be a reasonable number of unit cells in the wing. However, if the strain is large, say a 100%, then the size of the unit cell is 1", and a large number of such cells would be required per unit area. Hence the octahedral unit cell is most effective when the strains are not too large.
V. Strength and weight considerations
If they are to see use in practice, such structures must be capable of satisfying all the design requirements for primary aircraft structure: carrying basic structural loads, as well as those associated with active morphing.
A model wing structure is sized for a representative UAV weighing 3000 lbs. The wing is made of the octahedral unit cells described in the previous section. Different configurations of the unit cells are used for the top and bottom layers. The top-surface unit cells (Fig. 5) are used in the top layer and the bottom-surface unit cells (Fig. 6) are used in the bottom layer. The top and bottom layers are connected with truss members near the leading edge and trailing edge. The structural layout is shown in Fig. 12 and a cross section of the wing is shown in Fig. 13 . The wing is designed for a loading condition with a limit load factor of ±4 and a factor of safety of 1.5. The load is distributed spanwise using the Schrenk's approximation 21 and chordwise using the pressure distribution of the Clark Y airfoil provided by NextGen Aeronautics, Torrance, CA. The wing is analyzed using linear finite element analysis. Some of the members in the truss structures are cables. During the finite element analysis, the stiffness of any cable having a negative load is set to a small value to eliminate cables under compressive load from the truss structure, and the analysis is repeated. This process is continued until the same set of cables have negative load as calculated in the previous iteration. 22 The areas of the members are adjusted so that local buckling or material failure occurs at the ultimate load. The truss members are assumed to be tubular made of aircraft-grade aluminum alloy and the cables made of a high strength polymer like Spectra ® . The stiffness of the structure and hence the stress in the members changes as the areas of the members are changed. The stress in the members is recalculated and the members are sized again. This process is repeated a few times until the values converge.
If the members are sized to prevent local failure under the applied loads the deflections are relatively high. To increase the stiffness, the cables and truss members are resized by multiplying the failure load (ultimate strength or buckling load) of each member with a factor (SR>1). The sizing process is repeated for different values of SR and the weight of the wing is calculated each time. The results are shown in Fig. 14. An additional 18 lbs has been added to all the configurations uniformly, to include the weight of the nodes, assuming they are spherical. The figure shows the weight of the wing vs. maximum displacement. The weight of the actuators and skin is not included. Also plotted in the figure is the weight of a conventional stiff wing of a fighter aircraft, designed for the same loading conditions, i.e., a gross weight of 3000 lbs, load factor of 4 and factor of safety of 1.5. It has the same size, same planform and no variable sweep capability. This weight was obtained using the statistical weights method, 23 and does not include the weight of the control surfaces or the actuators. While the deflection of the wing of the fighter aircraft is not known, it is likely small compared to those obtained for the truss wing. The control surfaces on a typical fighter aircraft are hinged and large deflections of the wing would cause the hinges to bind, making the control surface inoperable. This acts as a limiting factor for the deflection of the wing. In the truss wing concept, however, this is less of a concern since the whole wing can morph to provide control.
As noted above, the weight of the truss wing does not include the weight of the skin. The details of the skin are not yet known. The skin in a morphing truss wing will not add to the bending stiffness of the wing, it however needs to transfer the air loads to the truss structure. If the skin is made of a lightweight polymer like vectran, the additional weight of a skin is around 0.75lb. If segmented skins, discussed in the following section, are used the additional weight could be somewhat higher. The optimal weight of the truss wing is not known since the limiting deflection affects the weight of the truss. However, these calculations show that the weight of the truss wing can be comparable to the weight of a conventional wing.
VI. Skin design
The development of a skin system that can accommodate large shape changes while carrying and transferring aerodynamic loads is an essential element of aircraft morphing technology, posing perhaps one of the most difficult technical challenges.
Low (or releasable) membrane stiffness is desirable in order to reduce morphing actuation requirements, while high lateral stiffness is desirable in order to maintain an aerodynamic shape while transferring load effectively. Several approaches to morphing skin structure are being explored.
High strain-capable materials offer the possibility of directly accommodating or withstanding the required morphing strains. Depending on the magnitude of these strains, such materials might include superelastic SMA, high-strength elastomeric composites, impermeable or tensioned fabrics. Low stiffness membranes, while attractive in principle, might require closely-spaced lateral support in order to minimize lateral deflection under pressure loads. Those that are especially stiff, such as SMA, might be best considered when inextensional skin deformation (bending only) is a possible morphing deformation.
Folded inner skins might provide lateral support for a very flexible outer skin as shown in Fig. 15 . These would be designed to expand or contract with the main load-bearing structure. Similar approaches have been considered for deployable space membranes. 24 Multilayered skins consisting of multiple thin layers of conventional materials that are not bonded together, as illustrated in Fig. 16 , could be used for bending type deformation. Such a skin, in which transverse shear stresses are not transmitted from one layer to another, can carry the same membrane loads as a monolithic skin having the same thickness, but can withstand much higher bending curvatures. Because of reduced bending stiffness relative to a monolithic skin, however, a multilayered skin would probably need to be supported over distances smaller than typical rib and stringer spacing.
Flexible outer skin
Folded inner skin structure Load bearing truss structure Segmented skins, made of multiple discrete elements that slide relative to one another as the structure deforms, somewhat like fish scales or feathers, offer the possibility of high local lateral stiffness in combination with lowforce membrane deformation. Individual elements would be fairly stiff, capable of transmitting aerodynamic forces to the underlying structure. This approach seems particularly suited for use with a compliant cellular truss, in that each segment might be naturally attached to the nodes of a cell.
VII. Conclusion
A tendon-actuated compliant cellular truss is advanced as a means of realizing morphing aircraft structures. An octahedral unit cell is developed for bending-type deformation of the HECS wing aircraft. Initial cell geometry is determined by "strain matching," adjusting the size and orientation of cells to the local morphing deformation required. Actuation and release of appropriate tendons are used to adjust the geometry of individual cells. The compliant joints are implemented as cylindrical elements of superelastic SMA. The size of the unit cell is dictated by the required deformation and the thickness of the wing section. Additional cell shapes need to be investigated for larger changes in area; a topology optimization approach will be used to develop new unit cells.
A wing is also designed for a representative UAV weighing 3000 lbs using the octahedral cells. The weight of the wing is comparable to that of a conventional wing, although its deflections are larger.
Several concepts for the skin were also presented. Tendon actuators are presently under development. The cables could be actuated locally or combined to be actuated from a remote location, such as the root of the wing.
Numerous technical challenges remain before morphing airframes capable of exhibiting large, rapid, and smooth shape changes become reality. Nevertheless, the potential for combined persistence and rapid response in a single aircraft makes the continued pursuit of this technology important.
